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Contact information 

Name:                    Organization:         Contact:  

Infrastructure 

Virtualized environment             AWS             Google Cloud             MS Azure               Oracle OCI             Other:                                                       Open to options      

Baremetal                                     AWS             Oracle OCI                  Packet.net              Other:                                                                                     Open to options 

Software data 

Software package 

or app 

Number 

of cores 

Memory 

per core 

I/O 

operations 

SSD/HDD  

storage 

Backup and long-term 

storage 

Special      

dependencies 

GPUs On-premises 

hardware 

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

 

On-premises hardware 

# CPU type Cores Hyperthreading Drive type Drive space Network bandwidth  Miscellaneous 

H1        

H2        

H3        

H4        

H5        
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Instructions 

This form intends on easing the migration of HPC to IaaS in the public cloud by supplying some relevant information. If you are exploring your options and 

wish to simply begin a conversation, feel free to contact us (support@odyhpc.com) and tell us about your objectives. Fill out only the information that you 

wish to furnish at the present time.  

Contact information: Provide at least a name and contact email or phone number where we can easily reach you. This information will not be shared with 

any other business or individual.   

Infrastructure: You can choose between a virtualized environment, which means that a hypervisor will manage your IaaS, or baremetal hardware working 

without a hypervisor. This choice depends on which applications the IaaS will host but you can choose a virtualized environment if you are unsure; we will 

recommend baremetal if deemed advantageous. Select ‘Open to options’ if you are open to different cloud vendor options or indicate which cloud 

vendor(s) you prefer. For virtualized environments, the options include Amazon Web Services (https://aws.amazon.com ), Google Cloud 

(https://cloud.google.com), Microsoft Azure (https://azure.microsoft.com), Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (https://cloud.oracle.com) or specify any other 

platform that you would like to consider. For baremetal hardware, the options comprise AWS, Microsoft Azure, Oracle OCI, Packet 

(https://www.packet.com) or any other cloud vendor offering this option.      

Software data: This information helps us to understand your objectives and to evaluate which IaaS would better suit your needs. Our standard installations 

use RHEL variations (e.g. CentOS) but Debian Linux systems are also available upon request. Software package: Include any package of interest whether it is 

commercial, open-source or in-house software; you can indicate the latter by simply writing ‘ih’ and add any additional information of significance such as 

compilers or libraries used by the software. Number of cores: Specify the maximum number of cores for this specific software. Memory per core: Indicate 

the memory per core in Gigabytes. I/O operations: For software applications with especially high I/O demands, provide any relevant information (e.g. 

output from ‘iostat’ command or similar). SSD/HDD storage: This storage refers to the local drives that will be used for computational purposes. Most cloud 

vendors include SSD as their standard drive format. You can include how much space you need and if you would prefer HDD drives for any reason (we do 

not recommend this option, but they are a bit more economical). Backup and long-term storage: This storage is not directly attached to the cores and is 

mostly used for data storage and backup purposes. Known dependencies: You can include any special known dependency or library (including version if 

relevant). You do not have to include standard software such as Python or a C++ compiler. GPUs: Choose yes if any piece of software is intended to run on 

a GPU architecture, then you can use form ODY024 to provide further details about your GPU preferences. On-premises hardware: If you provide any 

information about on-premises hardware, you can also indicate the matching software.    

Hardware data: This information is helpful for migration from on-premises hardware to the public cloud, a process commonly known as lift & carry. If you 

prefer not to include this information, we will prepare any quote based on the provided software data. If you furnish this material, the quote will include 

two options: (i) a configuration from one or more cloud vendors that mostly replicates your current hardware; (ii) alternative configurations either from one 

vendor or a combination of two or more taking advantage of the flexibility provided by the public cloud. The information about hardware data might 

include CPU types, number of cores, availability of hyperthreading, drive type and space, and network bandwidth. The Linux commands ‘lshw’ or ‘lscpu’ can 

easily gather most of this information about your system. 

Form ODY14X provides extra space for software data and hardware description if needed.       

mailto:support@odyhpc.com
https://aws.amazon.com/
https://cloud.google.com/
https://azure.microsoft.com/
https://cloud.oracle.com/
https://www.packet.com/
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